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ABSTRACT

Large-scale and persistent heat waves affecting central-eastern China are investigated in 40 different

simulations of sea surface temperature driven global atmospheric models. The differentmodels are compared

with results from reanalysis and ground station datasets. It is found that the dynamics of heat-wave events is

well reproduced by the models. However, they tend to produce too-persistent heat-wave events (lasting more

than 20 days), and several hypotheses were tested to explain this bias. The daily variability of the temperatures

or the seasonal signal did not explain the persistence. However, interannual variability of the temperatures in

the models, and especially the sharp transition in the mid-1990s, has a large impact on the duration of heat

waves. A filtering method was applied to select the models closest to the observations in terms of events

persistence. The selected models do not show a significant difference from the other models for the long-term

trends. Thus, the bias on the duration of the events does not impact the reliability of themodel positive trends,

which is mainly controlled by the changes in mean temperatures.

1. Introduction

Large-scale and persistent heat waves (HWs) over

eastern China have a large environmental and socio-

economic impact (e.g., Luber and McGeehin 2008;

Wang et al. 2015) and have been the focus of many

studies [for a review, see, e.g., Perkins (2015) and Lu and

Chen (2016)]. During the past few decades, the fre-

quency of these events has been found to increase (Wei

and Chen 2011; Wang and Fu 2013; Ren et al. 2005; Ren

et al. 2016; Zhou and Wang 2016). But this trend is not

always consistent and can vary in some regions (Yan

et al. 2011; Ding andQian 2011; Dong and Huang 2015).

Freychet et al. (2017) showed that, for large-scale heat

waves, this trend is mainly due to increase in the mean

temperature. This study also showed that HWs are re-

lated to strong midtroposphere positive anomaly and to

an enhanced heat and moisture transport in the lower

troposphere. On the other hand, Luo and Lau (2017)

indicated dry conditions associated with HWs over

southern China. Other works have also pointed out the

role of the reduction in the snow cover over the western

Tibetan Plateau (e.g.,Wu et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2014) and

of the Eurasian teleconnection pattern (S. Wang et al.

2016). Thus, different processes are involved in the

formation and magnitude of the HW events.

Adaptation to such events for the next few decades is

important and was investigated in the Fifth Assessment

Report of IPCCworking group II (Kripalani et al. 2007).

Many studies, relying on global climate model pro-

jections such as the model ensemble from phase 5 of the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), in-

dicate an increase in HW events for the future decades in

terms of frequency, intensity, and duration (e.g., Guo

et al. 2017). As many different models are used for such

ensemble experiments, the confidence on these pro-

jections can be questioned, especially for extreme or rare

events (Freychet et al. 2015, 2016). The main objective of

this study is to conduct an evaluation of theAMIPmodels

for persistent and large-scale heat waves over central-

eastern China (CEC) and use these evaluated models to
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estimate the changing risk of such events. The region is

chosen to be close to Lin et al.’s (2015) definition. It is

heavily populated and extreme temperature events can

impact a large population. Urbanization is also im-

portant and can locally impact the temperatures.

However, this aspect is not included in the current

global climate models and should not change the re-

sults of this study. It must also be noted that the results

presented in this study are specific to the definition of

the region. Other areas could lead to different findings

depending on the dynamics (e.g., W. Wang et al. 2016).

Even if using realistic SST forcing, AMIP simulations are

not reanalyses, thus it is not expected they can reproduce

the same heat waves on the same dates. In this study only

statistical approaches are considered, in contrast to a case

analysis such as, for instance, Luo and Lau (2017).

Our focus is on the atmospheric component of the cli-

mate models and the evaluation is based on two different

reference datasets, defined in section 2. Another ensem-

ble of 15 members of the Met Office HadGEM3 with the

GlobalAtmosphere, version 6 (GA6), component and an

N216 horizontal grid (HadGEM3-GA6-N216; Walters et

al. 2017) is also used to examine the intravariability of the

models. The study investigates if the AMIP ensemble is

consistent in terms of dynamics (section 3) and if the

models can reproduce HW signals in the observational

datasets (section 4). A major objective is to verify the

models are consistent in terms of risk change. This point

is addressed in section 5, before concluding in section 6.

2. Data and heat wave definition

a. Data

1) REANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS

Maximum and minimum temperatures (Tmax and

Tmin, respectively) and atmospheric circulation vari-

ables from the ECMWF interim reanalysis (ERAI; Dee

et al. 2011) are used as a reference for this study. Daily

data are extracted at 0.758 resolution, and the period

1979–2010 is used. Homogenized ground station obser-

vations of temperature (OBS; Li and Yan 2009) are also

used. OBS are first regridded on the ERAI grid (shown

in Figs. 1a,b for Tmax) by averaging, for each grid point,

the corresponding available data from OBS. If no OBS

data are available for a grid point, then it is masked.

A significant bias exists between ERAI and OBS (not

shown). ERAI is too cold, especially over central and

southern China. Part of this bias may be related to the

urban effect that can locally impact the ground station

temperatures (Yang et al. 2011). Another part of this

bias may be due to the elevation effect, which is directly

recorded in OBS but could be missing in ERAI because

FIG. 1. Summer mean (a)–(c) Tmax and (d)–(f) Tmin (8C) for ERAI and OBS (corrected by the difference of elevation with ERAI at

each point) projected on the ERAI grid and the difference between the two datasets (ERAI 2 OBS). All datasets have been masked

where no ground station data were available.
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of the resolution. A modification is applied to OBS so it

is more consistent with ERAI. To do this, a linear

temperature gradient coefficient CZ [50.6K (100m)21]

is combined with the difference between the elevation of

each station ZOBS and the elevation of the collocated

ERAI grid pointZERAI to obtain an adjustment term dT

equivalent to CZ(ZOBS 2 ZERAI). This term is then

applied to the temperatures at the station. The station

observations are then regridded on the ERAI grid. Note

that the choice of a fixed coefficient CZ is arbitrary and

can vary significantly according to the land type (Li et al.

2013). Thus the adjustment method employed here

should not be considered as perfect.

After adjusting the elevation effect, the differences

between ERAI and OBS are reduced (Fig. 1c) compared

to the raw data differences (not shown). This indicates

that part of the differences between reanalysis and ob-

servation are due to the fact they represent temperatures

at different elevations, stations being more often located

in the valley while reanalysis grid point correspond to the

mean elevation of the region. Other processes impacting

temperatures at a very local scale, such as aerosols or

urban effect (e.g., Gong and Wang 2002; Heisler and

Brazel 2010; Yang et al. 2011), could explain the re-

maining differences. Results for Tmin show lower biases

compared to Tmax, and the elevation correction also

reduces the differences between ERAI and OBS

(Fig. 1f). Hereafter, OBS will refer to the regridded

ground station observation after elevation correction.

Moreover, the term ‘‘observations’’ will be used to in-

clude both ERAI andOBS, when comparing the results

with the models.

2) MODEL DATA

Daily data from 1979 to 2008 from an ensemble of 40

members of the AMIP multimodel ensemble are in-

vestigated. As some models have several members, the

total of independent models is 21 (Table 1). AMIP

models correspond to the same CMIP5 models but are

forced by prescribed sea surface temperature (SST)

during the historical period, removing uncertainties as a

result of ocean models. The study does not investigate

individual performance of each model. However, for

each diagnostic performed, the list of the five models

with the lowest and the highest scores is given in Table 2.

The user may refer to this table to see individual model

performances.

Another ensemble of 15 members from the Met Office

HadGEM3-GA6-N216 atmospheric model (hereinafter

N216) is used. It also follows an AMIP-like experiment

that is forced by prescribed SST during the historical

period, and data are extracted for the same period. The

TABLE 1. List of the AMIP models used in this study (the HadGEM3-GA6-N216 model is also indicated). The numbers in the last

column are used to identify the models in the figures, and the numbers in parentheses indicate the members available for that model.

(Expansions of acronyms are available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList.)

Model name Institution and country No.

BCC_CSM1.1 Beijing Climate Center (BCC) and China Meteorological Administration, China 1

BCC_CSM1.1(m) BCC and China Meteorological Administration, China 2

BNU-ESM Beijing Normal University (BNU), China 3

CanAM Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma), Canada 4 (4)

CMCC-CM Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici (CMCC), Italy 5 (3)

CNRM-CM5 CNRM and Centre Européen de Recherche et de Formation Avancée en Calcul

Scientifique, France

6

ACCESS1.0 CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology, Australia 7

ACCESS1.3 CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology, Australia 8

IPSL-CM5A-LR L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France 9 (6)

IPSL-CM5A-MR L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France 10 (3)

IPSL-CM5B-LR L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France 11

FGOALS-g2 IAP and Tsinghua University (THU), China 12

FGOALS-s2 IAP and THU, China 13

MIROC5 Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo), National

Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science

and Technology, Japan

14 (2)

HadGEM2-A Met Office Hadley Centre, United Kingdom 15

MPI-ESM-LR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M), Germany 16 (3)

MPI-ESM-MR MPI-M, Germany 17 (3)

MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan 18

NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway 19 (3)

GFDL-HiRAM-C180 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), United States 20

GFDL-HiRAM-C360 GFDL, United States 21

HadGEM3-GA6-N216 Met Office Hadley Centre, United Kingdom 22 (15)
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N216 ensemble is mainly used to estimate the internal

variability and uncertainties. It runs from 1960 to 2013,

but the same period (1979–2008) as theAMIP is used for

analysis.

b. Heat wave definition and computation of the
composites

1) HEAT WAVE DEFINITION

There are many ways to define HW events, and trends

can be different depending on the index definition (You

et al. 2016). Here we focus on large-scale and persistent

events, and the definition of HWs used in the study

follows that of Freychet et al. (2017). Daily Tmax and

Tmin are both averaged over the CEC region (308–408N,

1058–1258E), and the 90th percentile is computed for

each temperature, using the extended summer period

(May–September) of each year. A warm day is defined

as when both Tmax and Tmin are above their respective

90% values on the same calendar day. A HW event is

defined when at least five consecutive days are warm

days.Note that thismethodology is applied independently

to each dataset (ERAI, OBS, and each model member)

to define their own 90th percentile removing mean

temperature bias.

As the main objective of this study is to focus on the

most threatening events for society, HWs highlight the

warmest events in an absolute way. As the temperatures

are warmer during mid-July, it is expected that most of

the HW events will be identified during this period too.

Thus, HW events can be seen as a phenomenon that

amplifies the seasonal transition and increases the tem-

perature during the warmest period. It also implies that

HW events are related to the seasonal transition. This

point will be further discussed in section 4.

2) COMPOSITES

To study the atmospheric circulation during the

HW, a composite method is applied to an atmospheric

variable labeledX. When a day d is identified as part of a

HW event, the corresponding variable Xd at time d is

extracted, and the climatology (as a 5-day running

mean) ofX at the same calendar dayXd2clim is removed.

To remove any long-term trend and variability and to

focus on anomalies resulting from the HW, the differ-

ence between the annualmean around the time dXd2ann

and the mean 1979–2008 climatology Xclim is also re-

moved. Thus, only the anomaly Xd resulting from the

HW remains:

X
d
5X

d
2X

d2clim
2 (X

d2ann
2X

clim
) . (1)

The composite of X corresponds to the averaging of the

anomalies from all the HW days during the studied pe-

riod (see the appendix for a schematic view).

3. Heat-wave dynamics

It is first important to verify if the model can re-

produce the observed dynamics of events. For that, a

composite analysis is used, as described in section 2.

The dynamical processes correlated with persistent

HW events have been described in detail in Freychet

et al. (2017). Here we verify that the models can re-

produce the composite ERAI signals. The ensemble

mean of the AMIP models can reproduce the observed

dynamical patterns (Fig. 2). A midtroposphere high

pressure [500-hPa geopotential height (Z500)] along

with a subsidence anomaly [500-hPa vertical velocity

(W500)] and northward shift of the subtropical jet

[200-hPa zonal wind (U200)] leads to an increase in

surface solar radiation (SSR) and favor higher Tmax.

The specific humidity (S.Hum.) is also higher than

usual during these events and is important to reduce

the night time cooling and keep Tmin higher. Finally,

the low-level circulation (SLP) pattern corresponds

to the development of a meridional cell anomaly with

an upward motion over the northeast of the CEC region.

TABLE 2. List of the five AMIPmodels with the lowest and highest scores for different diagnostics (the score is defined as the closeness to

ERAI results). The numbers refer to the models in Table 1.

Diagnostic (reference figure) Models with lowest scores Models with highest scores

Correlation Z500 (Fig. 3) 1, 5, 9, 15, and 16 7, 8, 12, 13, and 19

Correlation SLP (Fig. 3) 1, 6, 8, 15, and 18 4, 10, 11, 12, and 13

No. of HW days (Fig. 4) 1, 7, 9, 10, and 12 3, 6, 18, 20, and 21

No. of HWs (Fig. 4) 4, 5, 8, 12, and 13 3, 14, 19, 20, and 21

Mean HW mean (Fig. 5) 2, 6, 7, 9, and 14 4, 5, 8, 20, and 21

Daily variability Tmin (Fig. 7) 5, 7, 8, 14, and 16 2, 4, 13, 15, and 18

Daily variability Tmax (Fig. 7) 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9 5, 14, 17, 19, and 21

Summer range Tmax (Fig. 7) 6, 13, 18, 20, and 21 9, 10, 11, 16, and 17

Summer range Tmin (Fig. 7) 1, 2, 8, 12, and 18 9, 10, 13, 14, and 19

HW events trend (Fig. 12) 1, 4, 8, 12, and 20 3, 6, 11, 15, and 18
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This anomaly has been hypothesized to lead to return

wind from the north and to increase the heat con-

vergence over CEC during the HW (Freychet

et al. 2017).

The individual member performances are tested

(Figs. 3a,b). Most of the models are close to the refer-

ence (ERAI) in terms of correlation (between 0.7 and

0.9). The scatter of the N216 members, especially for the

SLP, indicates a high intramodel variability. Poor results

may be due to a too-strong control of the seasonal

transition in somemembers instead of an anomaly of the

circulation (i.e., HW events may be triggered by an

overall large increase in temperature during the peak of

the summer). The ensemble mean is consistent overall

with ERAI in terms of patterns (correlation), but it

tends to have a weaker signal because of the ensemble

averaging. The dynamical signal is tested furthermore

with a lag-composite analysis (Freychet et al. 2017),

from 10 days before to 10 days after the HW events.

The anomalies are averaged over the region 308–408N,

1058–1258E for Z500 and over the region 408–508N,

1158–1408E for the SLP. The evolutions of these anom-

alies are compared with ERAI results and displayed in

Figs. 3c,d. The ensemble mean is able to reproduce the

signal with a good correlation (0.8 for Z500 and 0.9 for

SLP), but individual results are more scattered. In-

terestingly, the ensemble is more consistent for the SLP,

indicating that the low-level dynamical response in the

models is a robust result. Other variables are also tested

(surface solar radiation, 500-hPa vertical wind, and

850-hPa specific humidity; not shown). Results are

overall similar to findings in Fig. 3: the ensemble mean is

consistent with ERAI, but individual models can have

weaker performances.

Overall the AMIP ensemble is able to reproduce the

main spatial and temporal evolutions of the dynamical

patterns ofHWevents, even if some individualmembers

are less consistent.

FIG. 2. Composite of the dynamics during the HW events from (left) the AMIP ensemble mean and (right)

ERAI. The variables displayed are (a),(d) S.Hum. (shading; g kg21), Tmax (red contours; 8C), and Tmin (blue

contours; 8C); (b),(d) Z500 (shading; m) and U200 (black contours; m s21); and (c),(f) SLP (shading; hPa) and SSR

(red contours; Wm22). The black rectangle indicates the CEC region.
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4. Representation of heat waves in the AMIP
models

This section investigates if models can reproduce HW

events compared to observations, in terms of number

and duration during the historical period (sections 4a

and 4b). Following this, the possible reasons for the

model differences are explored. Finally, section 4d dis-

cusses the interannual variability of the events.

a. Estimation of heat-wave events in models

The difference between the reanalysis and observa-

tions shows that the estimated number of observed heat

waves has considerable dataset uncertainty (Fig. 4a).

For example, Fig. 4 of Luo and Lau (2017) shows an-

other example of different heat wave number and

intensity estimates (over southern China) based on dif-

ferent datasets (reanalysis or weather station). High

variability is also seen between the different models or

even between different simulations of a same model.

Indeed, when looking at the different members of the

N216 ensemble, the number of days may vary from 30 to

60, and the standard deviation of N216 ensemble is

about the same order as the observed uncertainty.

Thus, the statistics on these events are very sensitive to

the sampling processes, and both modeled and ob-

served events must be considered within a margin of

error. The fact that these events are rare and the period

is limited suggests that part of the difference may be

simply due to the variability. Considering, the actual

number of heat waves per year (Fig. 4b), results are

more consistent between observations, but the AMIP

FIG. 3. Taylor diagrams for (a) Z500 and (b) SLP spatial patterns (using the region 208–558N, 958–1558E), for each
AMIPmember (green-filled circles) andN216member (blue-filled circles). The red-filled circle indicates theAMIP

ensemble mean, and the reference is ERAI. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for the lag composites of Z500 and SLP (see

section 3 for methodology).
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models still tend to produce too many events and

have a large scatter.

To verify that the differences between models and

observations are not an artifact caused by an incorrect

seasonal signal, the seasonal climatology is corrected in

each model and OBS, using the seasonal climatology of

ERAI. To do so, the 31-day smoothed climatology is

removed from the simulated temperatures (or OBS),

and the 31-day smoothed climatology from ERAI is

added. Then heat waves are computed using the cor-

rected data (Figs. 4c,d). The total number of heat-wave

days in the AMIP ensemble is not improved by such

methodology. Interestingly, the number of events in

OBS is enhanced, increasing the uncertainties in the

observations. The seasonal signal may influence the

production of heat waves, and with the same seasonal

climatology the reanalysis or ground stations have a

different estimation of the number of events. Conse-

quently, the uncertainties on the true estimate are

larger, and models are more consistent with observa-

tions. As correcting the seasonal climatology does not

improve the results, the actual temperatures are used

from here on.

b. Event persistence

To investigate in more detail the reasons for the

overestimation of the number of heat-wave days, the

persistence of the warm events is displayed in Fig. 5

(a warm event being a combination of both Tmin and

Tmax above their respective threshold during a same

day). As defined before, an event is defined as a heat

wave if it lasts at least 5 days, but in Fig. 5 shorter events

(1–4 days) are also plotted to obtain a full spectrum of

the warm event’s persistence. For each model, results

are displayed as a percentage relative to the total num-

ber of warm days in this same model (or observation).

For instance, if a model has 12 warm events lasting for

2 days, and in total it has 300 days of warm events (all

length grouped), then it would have 8% of events with a

persistence of 2 days. Themean persistence of the events

of more than 5 days is also displayed for OBS, ERAI,

and each AMIP and N216 member.

ERAI is, overall, consistent with the station data

(Fig. 5), although there are more short events in ERAI

(4 days), and fewer long-lasting heat waves than in the

gridded station observations. The maximum heat-wave

length in ERAI is 9 days, while in OBS it can reach

12 days, and the percentage of long-lasting events is

larger inOBS than in ERAI. However, these differences

are relatively small compared to the differences with the

models and could be due to local effects (e.g., urban

effect) not resolved in ERAI. Many AMIP members

produce very persistent events that can last for 20 days

or more. The mean duration is found to be 6 days in

ERAI and 8 days in OBS and ranges from 5 to 11 days in

the models. Thus the mean duration may be considered

as realistic in some models, but specific longer events

could be problematic and some models are outside the

range of the observational uncertainties. Possible rea-

sons for such behavior are explored below.

c. Hypothesis for the overpersistent heat waves

Three main hypotheses are investigated in this sec-

tion: the variability of the models, the variability of the

FIG. 4. (a),(c) HW days and (b),(d) HW events per decade for each member (circles) and ensemble mean for each model (black dots).

The last model on the right in each panel is the N216 ensemble. The horizontal solid black line is ERAI and the dashed black line is OBS.

The gray shading between the two indicates observational uncertainty. Results from the raw data are shown in (a),(b), and results obtained

after correcting the seasonal climatology are shown in (c),(d) (see text for description).
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temperatures in the models, and the influence of the

seasonal signal.

1) INTERNAL VARIABILITY AND OBSERVATION

ERROR

Even if long persistent HW events (more than 10-day

events) are observed in many simulations, considerable

internal variability exists in the models, illustrated in

Fig. 6 for the N216 simulations. Some members can

simulate a reasonable ratio of long persistent events,

whereas other simulations produce mostly long-lasting

events. These differences are also observed in the AMIP

ensemble (not shown). Thus, the persistence of the events

cannot be attributed to a systematic bias of a model, but

may be linked to the internal variability of the model.

A crude estimation of the realistic range of the max-

imum persistence is made based on the observations

mean (mobs 5 10.5 days) and differences (sobs 5 3 days)

and on the N216 standard deviation (sN216 5 5.1 days).

Considering that the uncertainties are simply in-

dependent and cumulative, the maximum realistic per-

sistence could be considered as

m
obs

1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2
obs 1

s2
N216

N

s
, (2)

whereN is the number of members (e.g., 15 for the N216

ensemble mean). The result would be 14 days for the

N216 ensemble mean and 16.5 days for a single member.

It means that an event persistence of 16.5 days in a single

FIG. 5. Percentage of days (y axis) as a function of warm-day persistence (No. of days, x axis). AMIP and N216

members are represented by orange and blue density diagrams, respectively. Red-filled circles show ERAI results,

and green-filled circles are OBS. See section 4b for more details. The colored tics along the top indicate the mean

duration of HW events (more than 5 days) for ERAI (red), OBS (green), and each member (short tics) and

ensemble mean (long tics) of AMIP (orange) and N216 (blue).

FIG. 6. Sumof all HWdays (during the 1979–2008 period), grouped by climatological pentad, for eachN216member. Gray bars indicate

the total number of days, red bars are the days corresponding to long-lasting HW events (more than 10 days), and the black outlined bars

are the days corresponding to short HW events (5–10 days). (top) Results from (left) ERAI and (right) OBS are displayed.
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member can be considered as reasonable, given the

range of the intramodel variability and observation un-

certainties. This explains part of the differences between

the models and the observation but not the most per-

sistent events. It is still important to understand if a

specific factor controls the variability of the persistence,

or could be attributed to chaos. Thus, other factors are

investigated below.

2) TEMPERATURE VARIABILITY

The daily variability of the temperatures is an im-

portant aspect that can explain overpersistent warm

events. Indeed, if a model has a systematic too-low daily

variability of the temperature (thus with temperatures

more stable from one day to another), it may lead to

more stable temperatures and thus longer events. This

hypothesis is investigated in Figs. 7a,b. The variability is

computed by removing the 3-day running mean and

taking the standard deviation of the anomaly (for Tmin

and Tmax separately). No clear relationship can be

found between the variability of Tmin and the HW

persistence. But many models producing long HW

events (red circles) tend to correspond to weaker vari-

ability of Tmax (with an overall correlation of 20.61).

Thus, a too-weak daily variability of the maximum

temperature in the models could lead to more system-

atic long HW events. However, this signal is not ob-

served for N216, and the models with similar (or lower)

observations variability have too many long heat waves.

Thus the biases cannot be explained by variability alone,

even though they have an impact on the duration of the

events in the models.

3) EFFECT OF THE SEASONAL CYCLE

The amplitude of the summer range (i.e., the difference

between the coldest and warmest period of the summer

based on the 5-day smoothed climatology) could also

impact the HW persistence. Too large a summer range

would lead to systematically too-persistent heat waves, as

the warmest period would be above the threshold used to

detect HW. This hypothesis is tested in Figs. 7c,d. The

summer ranges for Tmax and Tmin correspond to the

difference between their highest and their lowest magni-

tudes, respectively (based on the daily climatology

smoothed by a 5-day running mean). Again, no clear re-

lationship is found between this signal and the persistence

of HW, either in terms of intermodel (AMIP ensemble)

or intramodel (N216 ensemble) variability. However, it is

noticeable that all the members (AMIP and N216) have a

larger seasonal range for Tmax compared to ERAI.

FIG. 7. Mean duration of HW events (days) for each AMIP model (ensemble mean of each model, black-filled

circles) and N216 member (gray-filled circles), vs (a),(b) the daily variability and (c),(d) the summer range of Tmin

and Tmax (8C). The red-filled circle and star indicate results from ERAI and OBS, respectively. See section 4c for

the definition of the summer range and daily variability.
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As the simulated summer range is generally larger

than observations, persistence is analyzed after cor-

recting the seasonal climatology as explained in section 4.

It is clear that even after correcting the seasonal clima-

tology, differences in the persistence (Fig. 8a) are still

noticeable for both AMIP and N216.

Last we consider heat-wave events in terms of

anomalies by removing the seasonal climatology from

the temperatures before computing HW events. This

corresponds to the methodology to correct the clima-

tology described before, except the ERAI climatology is

not added after removing the model climatology. In this

case, the events are independent from the seasonal sig-

nal. As expected, the events tend to be shorter (Fig. 8b)

because they are not amplified by the seasonal transi-

tion. There is a better agreement between ERAI and

OBS, but the models still tend to produce too many

long-lasting events.

Errors in the seasonal cycle cannot on their own ex-

plain the persistence of simulated events. However, the

influence of the seasonal signal in the models is larger

than in OBS or ERAI. For the models, the persistence of

high temperatures may be partly due to an anomalous

high seasonal range rather than by circulation anomalies,

or a combination of both. There are also large un-

certainties associated with both intramodel variability

and differences between observations. These results also

indicate that statistics on HW events are highly de-

pendent on the choice of the index (absolute or anoma-

lies), in accordance with You et al. (2016).

Next it will be investigated if the models can still re-

produce the historical trends of the events despite

their bias.

d. Evolution and trend of the heat waves

ERAI and OBS have a good agreement in terms of

interannual evolution of HW events (Fig. 9). They both

have a clear decadal oscillation and an overall positive

trend. Models tend to reproduce the positive trend, but

the decadal oscillation is less clear (although it is still

visible), especially for the N216 ensemble. A major

transition occurs between the mid-1990s and 2000, with a

peak just after 2000. In the observations this transition is

also visible, but in the models it is particularly sharp.

Figure 10 shows the same evolution but for long HW

events only (more than 10 days). In the observations, the

two peaks (corresponding to the few long events in OBS)

are concurrent with the higher phases of the decadal signal.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5, but based on data after (a) correcting or (b) removing the seasonal climatology.
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This indicates that the persistence of the events can be

influencedby thedecadal variability of temperatures. In the

models, the signal is mostly controlled by the mid-1990s

transition, with most of the long HWs occurring after this

transition. This is also visible for the signal without running

mean where the interannual variability is larger (Fig. 10b).

Two periods are clearly visible in the models (before 1995

and after 2000), with a transition between the two and a

peak just after 2000. The influence of the interannual var-

iations of the temperatures is tested furthermore. The HW

events and their persistence are computed after removing

the yearly summer mean temperatures from the signals

without the seasonal climatology (as described in section 3).

Once this is done, the persistence is reduced (not shown),

although the impact is not as large as the seasonal signal.

This indicates that the interannual variability of the tem-

peratures can also influence the length of the HW events.

Finally, it is noticeable that both models and obser-

vations indicate a steady increase in the number of HWs

(days or events per year), even if models reproduce less

clearly the observed decadal oscillations. This is not

surprising given the ensemble averaging that tends to

reduce the variability. When computing HW events after

removing both the interannual summer means, the signal

is more constant (Fig. 10c) in the models. This clearly

indicates that the trend in themodels is mainly controlled

by the trends in the mean temperatures, which is consis-

tent with Freychet et al. (2017). An interesting difference

between observations and models is the clear decadal

oscillation still visible in ERAI and OBS but not in the

models (although their signal tends to oscillate too). It

may indicate again some missing chaos in the model en-

semble caused by averaging.

5. Risk and confidence in the model trends

Figures 11a and 11b compare the AMIP ensemble

probability distribution for the number of HW days or

events between the first and the last decade (1980–90

and 1998–2008), respectively, of the investigated period.

Both distributions shift to a higher number of days or

FIG. 9. Evolution of the annual number of (a) HW days, (b) HW

events, and (c) warm days, with a 5-yr running mean. Solid black

and red lines are ERAI and OBS, respectively, and the gray

shading indicates uncertainty between the two. Light blue indicates

the AMIP ensemble mean (line near the middle) and standard

deviation (shading). The dark blue line is theN216 ensemblemean,

and check pattern is the standard deviation.

FIG. 10. (a) As in Fig. 9a, but for the long HW events only (more

than 10 days). (b) Long HW signal in N216 ensemble without the

5-yr running mean smoothing. (c) As in Fig. 9a, but for HW events

computed after removing the interannual summer means from the

temperatures (see section 4d).
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events between the twoperiods, indicating an increased risk

of HW days, but the ensemble spread is also large. Similar

results are found for the N216 ensemble (Figs. 11c,d). In-

terestingly, the most recent period (2009–13) does not

show a significant difference. Thus the major increase in

the heat-wave events occurred during the mid-1990s

transition. It may be due to a change in aerosols emission

and transport during these years (and a high sensitivity

of the models to these changes), but this hypothesis

could be investigated in future work.

In previous sections it has been shown that the signals

in the AMIP simulations is often biased, especially in

terms of the length of the events they produce. Thus, the

reliability of the trend of heat waves in the AMIP (and

the long-term forecasts) can be questioned. An ap-

proach to improve the confidence of the ensemble (and

its projection) is to filter the best models based on their

consistency with observations and reanalysis results.

In the following, a filteringmethod is applied based on the

statistics of heat-wave events (number of events or days).

Two sources of error are considered: the observational

error (estimated from the difference between ERAI and

OBS) and the internal variability of themodels (estimated

with the N216 ensemble spread). This gives a margin of

uncertainties within which the differences between a

model and the observations can be considered as

reasonable.

As the biases are observed on the number and the

duration of HW events, two variables are considered to

evaluate the models performance: the total number of

heat-wave days per year HWd/y and the ratio of days in-

cluded in long heat waves (more than 10 days) compared

to the total number of heat-wave days HWLrat. The ref-

erence values and associated uncertainties are computed

using both OBS and ERAI, using the following formulas:

m
obs

5
OBS1ERAI

2
and (3)

s
obs

5 jOBS2ERAIj , (4)

where mobs is the mean, sobs is the error, and the j�j de-
notes the absolute value. In a similar way, the mean of a

FIG. 11. Probability density function of the number of HWdays or events during the 1980–90

period (green bars) and the 1998–2008 period (gray bars) for (a),(b) AMIP and (c),(d) N216.

The period 2009–13 is also added for the N216 results (black outlined bars).
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model mmod is computed by averaging, if necessary, the

results from each of its members. The model error is

estimated from the N216 ensemble smod as it has the

largest number of members and corresponds to the

standard deviation of the N216 ensemble. This error is

particularly important as it is common to have only one

member for a model, and thus a large uncertainty comes

from the sampling process. As shown before, different

members may have very different results, and thus the

model cannot be evaluated correctly with a single

member. A model results termed good when its differ-

ence with the observation is lower than the total error,

that is,

Criteria: jm
mod

2m
obs

j#
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2
obs 1

s2
mod

N

s
, (5)

where N is the number of ensemble members. When

several members are available for one model, only the

ensemble mean is evaluated (and all members are con-

sidered retained or excluded based on the result on the

ensemble mean). The criteria are verified for both var-

iables (HWd/y and HWLrat), and a model is termed good

if it meets both criteria. The linear trends of the models

are displayed in Fig. 12. Even if the selection criteria are

sharp, many models are considered good. However, the

ensemble of good models does not show a significant

difference compared to the ensemble mean of other

models. Both groups indicate a positive trend, either in

terms of events (about 0.25 HW events per decade) or

days (about 2 HW days per decade). These results are

consistent with ERAI and OBS, when considering the

margin of error (ensemble scatter and difference be-

tween ERAI and OBS), especially in terms of HW

events. The weaker trend in the observation may be

related to a stronger decadal variability while the

models have a more steady increase (Fig. 9). Selecting

only the best models does not significantly affect the

results in this case, thus the results from the overall en-

semble (in terms of trends) can be considered reliable.

6. Concluding remarks

The representation of persistent large-scale heat waves

over central-eastern China have been investigated in

40 AMIP members and compared with the results from

ground stations and ECMWF interim reanalysis. An en-

semble of 15 members of the HadGEM3-A-N216 model

was used to estimate the intramodel variability.

It was found that models tend to overestimate the

number of heat-wave days during the historical period,

mostly because the events are too persistent. In the

observations and reanalysis, the length of the events

reaches a maximum of 12 and 9 days, respectively, while

in the models it can be more than 20 days.

Possible reasons to explain this bias were investigated:

the magnitude of the summer range between the coldest

and warmest temperatures, the climatology, and the

daily variability of the temperatures. None of these

possible factors showed a significant relationship with

the persistence of the heat waves, although it seems that

the models are particularly sensitive to the seasonal

signal. When investigating the decadal variability of the

signals, it was found that most of the long heat waves

occur during the warmest periods. Thus, a possible ex-

planation is that the heat-wave signal in the models is

more impacted by interannual to long-term variability of

the temperatures, while in the observations it is more

sensitive to short-term variations. It was also noticed

that the large internal variability of the models could

explain part of the long heat waves.

The circulation signal during heat-wave events was

verified with a composite analysis. The AMIP ensemble

mean was consistent with reanalysis, even though indi-

vidual members were less consistent. It was also verified

that the composites of short heat waves (5–10 days) were

consistent with the composites of all events, that is, that

the too-persistent heat waves were not related to an

incorrect dynamics. Finally, models were selected based

on their heat-wave-length agreement with observations

taking account of internal variability and observational

FIG. 12. Linear trends (y axis) in the number of HW (a) days and

(b) events per decade for each AMIP model (x axis) model mean

(circles) and standard deviation from multimembers models (ver-

tical black lines). TheN216 ensemble is indicated asmodel number 22.

Green (blue)-filled circles indicate the models considered as

good (bad) by the filtering method (see section 5), and the en-

semblemeans (and dispersions) of the two groups are shown by the

green- and blue-filled squares (and vertical black lines). ERAI and

OBS are shown with open and black-filled squares, respectively.
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error. These filtered models had similar trends in the

number of heat waves and heat-wave days as the other

members of the ensemble. Thus the biases on the per-

sistence of HW events do not affect significantly the

trends; the latter being mainly controlled by the in-

terannual variability of the temperature. Thus, if a

model can reproduce the mean change in the tempera-

tures, it is expected that it can also reproduce the trends

of the heat waves. Other dynamical factors (such as the

jet streams, the circumglobal teleconnections, the

western North Pacific high, or the South Asia high) have

been shown to influence the summer temperatures in

China (e.g., Wang et al. 2013). We have not investigated

these processes in this study; thus they should be con-

sidered in the future as possible factors impacting heat

waves in the models and eventually leading to biases in

the persistence of the events.

Based on this study, the AMIP models were found

reliable in terms of dynamics for the heat waves over

central-eastern China. Despite their tendencies to pro-

duce too-persistent events, most of the AMIP members

are able to reproduce the positive trends observed in

both ground stations and reanalysis, and all results in-

dicate an increase in the risk of such events during the

past decades (from 4 events during the first decade to 8

events during the last decade). However, the long-term

trends in the models should be considered carefully

because of some missing signals in the models (the de-

cadal oscillation observed in ERAI and OBS). The mid-

1990s transition, especially clear in the models, should

also be investigated in future work, as it raises the

question of possible large-scale impact of aerosol emis-

sions. Finally, it is also noticeable that some uncertainties

come from the difference between observation and re-

analysis. Larger datasets, such as an ensemble of re-

analysis, could be used to improve the estimation of these

uncertainties.

Using directly the raw temperature threshold is jus-

tified as it impacts human health. However, the meth-

odology used to define heat waves may lead to uncertain

results. Indeed, the signal may result from a mix be-

tween the natural warming resulting from the seasonal

transition and a warming as a result of a weather-type

circulation anomaly. Thus the persistence of the event

could be attributed to one or the other. Moreover, the

use of a fixed threshold to identify the duration of an

event can lead to sensitive statistics (e.g., an event could

be cut in two, with one day in the middle just below the

threshold). Thus a final recommendation is that statistics

on heat waves should always be carefully associated

with a margin of error based on the methodology and

definition, the data used, and the sampling.

FIG. A1. Schematic representation of a composite computation (see section 2 and the ap-

pendix). The solid black line is the daily time series of a variableX, the solid red line is its daily

climatology, and the orange shading represents the difference between the two. The dashed

black line represents the annual mean of X, and the dashed red line is the annual climatology

(and the difference is highlighted by the orange shading).
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APPENDIX

Computation of Composites

The composite of X at a day d Xd of a specific year

(ann) is given by Eq. (1). The corresponding daily cli-

matology Xd2clim of the variable is first removed

(Fig. A1). The difference between the annual mean of

the year ann and the climatology Xclim (annual mean) is

also removed from the composite. This method removes

any long-term trend effect (e.g., an elevation of the

geopotential height as a result of a global temperature

warming) and only highlights the differences resulting

from short-term anomalies.
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